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Abstract— This paper deals with the automated discovery of
workflow nets (WFN) from logs of event traces that represent the
observed behaviour of a discrete event process. The aim is to
obtain a WFN N that represents closely the language of the log ,
whose surplus language of the model L(N)\ is low. The approach
pursues to build a subclass of block-structured WFN composed of
block subnets with cycles discovered from subsets of . This paper
focuses on the discovery of blocks from subsets of traces that have
the same event alphabet. In the proposed technique, a block is
formed by two subnets using the same event labels: a) N<, a WFN
state-machine derived from the causal relations between events,
and b) NC, a WFN marked-graph that allows firing once all the
different transitions. Then, N is obtained by the synchronous
composition of N< and NC (N<||NC). The algorithms derived from
the method, which have polynomial time complexity, build highly
precise models.
Keywords— Process discovery, Workflow nets, Surplus
language, High precision.

I. INTRODUCTION
Process Mining (PM) is a recent research area that deals with
"discovering, monitoring, and improving real processes by
extracting knowledge from the event logs available in the
current system” [1, 2]. An event log  stores the behaviour
exhibited by the process as sequences or traces of event names.
In general, the event log is a multiset of traces.
The main branch of PM is Process discovery (PD); the primary
aim of PD methods is to determine a model N that represents the
behaviour recorded in . Discovery methods have been
proposed for dealing with two classes of discrete event
processes: a) business processes [2, 3] where N is expressed as
Workflow Nets (WFN), and b) industrial manufacturing
processes [4, 5], where N is given as cyclic Petri nets (PN).
In general, the obtained model N by most of the discovery
methods replay the log , which is the aim of such methods, but
it may execute other traces not included in the log, i.e., the
surplus language L(N)\. The quality measure that evaluates the
exceeding language is called Precision [2]; |L(N)\| is lower,
and the precision of N is higher. To illustrate this concept
consider the log {xabcy, xcbay}; a WFN that replays only the
two traces is shown in Figure 1.a; it has a precision of 1.0.
Conversely, the WFN shown if Figure 1.b replays six traces
including those of the log; it has a precision of 0.333.
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Fig. 1. Two WFNs that replay the log {xabcy, xcbay}.

In this research, we are interested in obtaining workflow nets
(WFN) with high precision. The proposed method can produce
a class of block-structured WFN [6], where the net is the
alternative composition of WFN (blocks) that execute once the
transitions, and that eventually, may include cycles. Figure 2
shows a WFN exhibiting this feature.
In this approach, first, the event log  is partitioned into sub-logs
m having a high number of common events. Then, every m is
treated for detecting iterative sub-sequences in the traces
(cycles), which are removed from the traces. Afterwards, a WFN
N with reduced surplus behaviour is created; then, the removed
cycles are added. Finally, the subnets are gathered by applying
the alternative composition (Or-split from place i, and Or-join to
place o).
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Fig. 2. Example of the addressed WFN subclass.

In this paper we focus on the synthesis of WFNs from sub-logs
of traces including the same events; such nets execute every
event only once. This is the main feature of the complete
method.
The main idea of this discovery technique involves several steps:
i) First, a WFN N< that preserves the event precedence in the
traces is determined. ii) Then, a WFN NC is built; it can execute
once all the events in any order. iii) The parallel composition of
N< and NC (N<NC) is performed. iv) Finally, several structural
simplifications may be applied.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II includes basic
definitions of Petri nets and formulates the discovery problem.
Section III describes the method for determining the block
WFN. Finally, Section IV discusses the structural complexity of
the discovered models through several case studies with diverse
precision.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Petri nets
Basic concepts and notation of ordinary PN used in this paper
are recalled [1].
Definition 1. An ordinary Petri Net structure G is a bipartite
digraph represented by the 3-tuple G = (P, T, F); where:
 P = {p1, p2, ..., p|P|} and T = {t1, t2, ..., t|T|} are finite sets of
nodes named places and transitions respectively;
 F P×T T×P is a relation representing the arcs between
the nodes. For any node x  PT, x = {y|(y, x)  F} and x
= {y|(x, y)  F}.
 The incidence matrix of G is C = [cij]; where cij= -1 if (pi, tj)
 F and (tj, pi)  F; cij= 1 if (tj, pi)  F and (pi, tj)  F; cij= 0
otherwise.
Definition 2. A marking M: P ℕ determines the number of
tokens within the places; where ℕ is the set of non-negative
integers. A marking M, usually denoted by a vector ( ℕ )|P|,
describes the current state of the modelled system.
A Petri Net system or Petri Net (PN) is the pair N = (G, M0),
where G is a PN structure and M0 is an initial marking. R(G,M0)
denotes the set of all reachable markings from M0.
Definition 3. A PN system is 1-bounded or safe iff, for any Mi
 R(G,M0) and any p  P, Mi(p) ≤ 1. A PN system is live iff,
for every reachable marking Mi  R(G,M0) and t  T there is a
Mk  R(G,Mi) such that t is enabled in Mk.
Definition 4. A PN state machine is a subclass of PN whose
structure fulfils tj=tj=1, tj  T. A marked graph is a
subclass of PN whose structure fulfils pi=pi=1, pi  P.
Definition 5. A t-invariant Yi of a PN is a non-negative integer
solution to the equation CYi=0. The support of Yi (t-support)
denoted as <Yi> is the set of transitions whose corresponding
elements in Yi are positive. Y is minimal if its support is not
included in the support of other t-invariant. A t-component
G(Yi) is a subnet of PN induced by a <Yi>: G(Yi)=(Pi, Ti, Fi),
where Pi = <Yi><Yi>, Ti =<Yi>, Fi= (PiTi  PiTi)F. In
a t-invariant Yi, if we have initial marking (M0) that enables a ti
 <Yi>, when ti is fired, then M0 can be reached again by firing
only transitions in <Yi>.
B. Workflow nets
Definition 6. A WorkFlow net (WFN) N is a subclass of PN
owning the following properties [1]: (i) it has two special
places: i and o. Place i is a source place: i = , and place o is
a sink place: o = . (ii) If a transition te is added to PN
connecting place o to the place i, then the resulting PN (called
extended WFN) is strongly connected.

Definition 7. A WFN (N, M0) is said to be sound iff any
marking Mi  R(N, M0), o  Mi  Mi = [o] and [o]  R(N, Mi)
and (N, M0) contains no dead transitions. An extended WFN
sound is live and bounded. A WFN can represent a process
behaviour by associating task labels to some transitions.
Definition 8. A labelled WFN is a four-tuple (N, M0, , L),
where  is a finite set of tasks labels and L:T is the labelling
function.
C. Problem statement and model qualities
1) Process discovery
The standard formulation of the process discovery problem for
WFN is given below.
Definition 9. Given a workflow log ={σ1, σ2, …, σr}, where
i* generated by an unknown sound WFN, the discovery
problem consists of building a sound WFN N using ||
transitions, i.e, the labelling function is bijective. N must replay
properly all the traces in  (from M0 = [i], every trace makes
reach Mr = [o]). The number of places is unknown.
Although  may be a multiset of traces, only different traces are
considered because we are interested in the language
represented in .
2) Quality measures
The quality of the discovered N can be evaluated through four
measures: fitness, precision, simplicity, and generalisation [3,
7]. Regarding the two first measures, fitness (replay fitness)
evaluates the number of traces that are not represented in N:
(\L(N)), whilst precision assesses the overrepresentation of 
in N: (L(N)\), i.e. the surplus language (see Figure 3). In
general, most of the discovery methods yield models that
represent the entire event log.
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Fig. 3 Relation between  and the language of N

III. BUILDING HIGHLY PRECISE WFN
A. Approach
The proposed method obtains a subclass of WFN with
reduced exceeding language; such a model is composed of
subnets as shown in Figure 1. These subnets are WFN that may
include cycles.
The technique presented in this paper focuses on the
discovery of a WFN N that executes once every event; this net
has no cycles; this method is a base component of the complete
method.

The approach held for this discovery technique consists of
building two WFN, which are composed by merging the
transitions labelled with the same event symbols, as described in
Section I. The steps are informally presented through the
following example.
Example 1. Consider the event log 1={xabcy, xcbay}; the steps
are as follows.
First, consider the event precedence relation R< in the traces of
1. Figure 4 shows this relation as a graph (, R<). Then, from
this relation one must obtain the WFN N< shown in Figure 5,
which executes the traces in 1 and some other traces. Notice
that N< is a PN state machine.
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Fig. 4. R< of 1

Fig. 5. WFN N< corresponding to R<.

Then, the WFN NC that constraints the firing of each transition
once is built. It is shown in Figure 1.b; NC replays 1, but also
other traces; indeed, the concurrent events allow the execution
of 3! different traces that fire all the transitions once. In this
example NC is a PN marked graph.
Afterwards, the WFN N that replays 1 is obtained by the
parallel composition of N< and NC: N=N<NC. N is shown in
Figure 6. Notice that NC constrains the events in N< to be fired
once. In this example L(N)\ 1=. Finally, a further analysis on
the structure of N may lead to a simpler WFN equivalent to N
(Figure 1.a).

relationship in the traces of . First, we need to express the
precedence between events in the traces.
Definition 10. The relation R<, denoted also as <,
specifies the precedence relation between events in traces.
R<={(a,b) | a precedes b in σiσi  }; a R< b is written also
as a < b. R< can be can be represented by a digraph G<= (, R<).
In Example 1, R<={(, x), (x,a), (a,b), (b,c), (c,y), (x,c), (c,b),
(b,a), (a,y), (y, )}; it is represented by the graph in Figure 3.
Definition 11. N< is a sound WFN that has the structure of a PN
state machine, where all the transitions that have different label
of must be fired exactly once.
Now, N< can be obtained by relying transitions labelled with
events in  by considering R< as causal dependencies between
events [ei, ej] (ei, ej)R<. A causal dependency [ei, ej] is
represented by a place in the PN by relating transitions with
labels ei and ej [8].
A simple procedure to build N< from R<, which represents all
the causal dependencies [ei, ej], is proposed.
Step 1. Consider only  transitions. Then, (ei, ej)R< rely
the transitions through a place; use the output place of ei if it
already exists.
In Example 1, if the events precedence derived from 1=xabcy
are first taken, the net built is shown in Figure 7. Then, the
remainder dependencies in R< issued from 2=xcbay are added;
N< is shown in Figure 8. Notice that the obtained N<, although
the paths follow the precedence of the events in the traces, does
not replay the traces in 1; it is deadlocked since And-join
substructures are created; thus, it is not a PN state machine.
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Fig. 7. Partial building of N< from 1 of Example 1.
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Fig. 6. Final WFN N=N<NC

B. Building a WFN that fires n transitions
Now, we will reformulate the discovery problem for the
subclass of WFN dealt.
1) Discovery sub-problem
The discovery problem given in Definition 9 is constrained by
the following assumptions:
i) σ1=σ2= … =σr=;
ii) Every σi starts with x and ends with the y; x,y.
Thus, the WFN N to discover has no cycles and execute once
every event in  to replay all the traces in .
2) Building N<
We are addressing the case where N< is a class of PN state
machine, which has to be built from the event precedence
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Fig. 8. N< derived from R< of Example 1 using  transitions

Step 2. The WFN N< built using  transitions must be
transformed into a PN state machine. This can be performed
using a simple structural rewriting procedure [9] described
below.
Rewriting N<. For every transition t such that t>1 and L(t)=ej,
the dependency [ei, ej] must be rewritten by adding a new
transition t’ where L(t’) = ej; then, new arcs are added from t
to t’ and from t’ to t. In this example, the rewritten net shown
in Figure 9 has four additional transitions; this WFN replays the
traces in 1.
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Fig. 9. N< with duplicated transitions

Step 3. The obtained N< can be reduced by applying a
minimisation procedure for finite automata [10]. Although N<
is close to a finite automaton since it is a PN state machine, the
next state function  must be completed to be analogous to a
deterministic finite automaton (DFA). Then, it can be handled
by a standard minimisation procedure.
The extension of  consists of a) adding self-loop transitions to
places: for every event ei that leads to a place pk, a new
transition corresponding to (pk, ei)=pk is added; b) adding to
places, output (sink) transitions corresponding to events not
allowed in the traces. In the example, the completed N< is
shown Figure 10; it fulfils the features of an FDA.
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In the example, the application of such a minimisation
procedure determines that places p2 and p4 are
indistinguishable; also, places p3 and p5. These equivalences
lead to the N< shown in Figure 5; this model is bisimilar to the
above model.
Proposition 1. N< replays all the traces in 
Proof. R< captures all the possible event precedence in the
traces of ; then, Step1 translates such precedence using 
transitions. In Step 2, the rewriting of N< using new transitions
with duplicated labels guarantees the event precedence and
avoids the And-join substructures that cause deadlocks;
furthermore, this transformation leads to a PN state machine.
Finally, Step 3 obtains a reduced model that preserves the
language of N<. 
Remark. N< is derived through a simple procedure from the
event precedence relation R<; it fulfils closely the standard
definition of DFA for applying the minimisation procedure;
transitions in loops and sink transitions are included to
complete the next state function. However, this FDA has a
special semantics in which all the events must be executed
before reaching the state (place) o; thus, transitions in loops
may not be fired if the associated event has been already fired.

Algorithm 1. Building N<
Input: , R<
Output: N<, <
1. P<  ; T<  ;
2. i[1, ||+1],
P<P< {pi};
// Defining P<
3. ej,
T<T< {tj};
// Defining T<
4. L(t1)  x; L(t||)  y;
// Transition labelling
5. j[2, -1],
L(tj)  ej\{x, y}
6. F< {(p1, t1), (t||, p|+1|)}; // Flow definition
7. R<  R< \{(, x), (y, )};
//from event precedence
8. (ek, em)R<,
F<  F< {(tr, pu), (pu, ts)} | L(tr)=ek, L(ts)=em;
Reuse pu for every treated (ek, )
// N1=(P<, T<, F<, L)
9. u ||+1; < ;
// Duplicate transitions
tjT< | |tj|>1
T< T< {tu}; L(tu)  L(tj) ; // Duplicate label
<  M L(tj)
//Multiset union
F<  F< {(pv, tu), (tu, tj)} | pvtj;
F<  F< \{(pv, tj)};
u u+1;
10. N2 Complete-(P<, T<, F<, L)
11. N< Minimise(N2)
12. Return N<, <
3) Building NC
In Example 1 the built N< has  transitions; however, in
general, the minimized net may contain more transitions using
replicated labels from  as shown in the following example.
Example 2. Consider the log 2={xabcy, acbay, xbcay}; the
corresponding event precedence graph G< and the obtained N<
are shown in Figure 11.
Remark. Since N< has transitions labelled with duplicated event
symbols, then NC requires also the same number of transitions.
In this example, NC is shown in Figure 12.
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Fig. 11. G< and N< of Example 2.

Previous steps for building N< can be summarised in the
procedure given below (Algorithm 1).
Fig. 12. NC of Example 2.

After the previous remark on the number of transitions in N< we
can state the procedure to build NC.
Definition 12. Let ={x, y, e1, e2, …, en-2} and < be the
alphabet and the multiset on \{x, y} used in N< respectively.
Considering < lexicographically ordered, NC is constructed
using <+2 transitions and 2-2 places as follows:
i) Add to F the arcs (p1, x) and (y, pn)
ii) ei<, ei=ei+1, add to F the arcs (x, pk) and (pk, ei), where
k=2,… -1
iii) ei<, ei=ei+1, add to F the arcs (ei, ps) and (ps, y), where
s=, … 2(-1).
In Example 2, the NC of Figure 12 is built from <={a, b, b, c,
c}. It is clear that NC allows the firing of -2 different labelled
transitions once. A procedure can be derived straightforward
from Definition 11 (Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2. Building NC
Input:  = {x, y, e1, e2, …, en-2},  = {e1, e2, …, ei}
Output : NC = (PC, TC, FC), LC
1. PC  ; TC  ;
2. r  2 - 2; s  < + 2; // |PC| and |TC|
3. i[1, r],
PC  PC{pi}
//Defining the set of places
4. j[1, s],
T  TC{tj}
// Defining the set of transitions
5. LC (t1)  x ; LC (ts)  y; // Labeling of transitions
6. j[2, s-1]
LC (tj)  j-th item of <; // Labeling of transitions
7. FC {(p1, t1), (ts, pr)};
8. k[2, s/2]
FC  FC {(t1, pk)}; // Arcs from x
9. k[(s/2)+1, s-1]
FC  FC {(pk, ts)}; // Arcs to y
10. k[2, r/2]
j[2, s/2]
FC  FC {(pk, tj), (tj, pu) |u=k+(r-1)/2};
// Arcs relating ei<

11. Return NC = (PC, TC, FC), LC
4) The final WFN N
N is obtained by the parallel composition of N< and NC (N<NC),
where the places i and o, and the transitions that have the same
label in both nets are merged. Figure 13 shows the resulting net
N = N<NC of Example 2, where L(N) ={xabcy, acbay, xbcay,
xacby}; the last trace is not in 2.

Proposition 2. The discovered WFN N built using the described
technique replays the event log  and a reduced quantity of
traces not contained in .
Proof. N< is created to execute the traces in . Since N< has a
minimal number of places, it may contain cycles; hence it may
replay other traces. However, NC constraints the firing of 
transitions with different labels in each trace execution. 
Eventually, N can be simplified according to the substructures
created. Removal of implicit places is the structural
simplification currently applied. The discovery procedure is
summarised in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3. Discovering N
Input: , 
Output : N
1. Obtain R< from ;
2. Determine N<; Determine NC;
3. Perform the composition N = N<|| NC;
3. Return N
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Precision vs. simplicity
The proposed approach for discovering N aims to fulfil the
event precedence R< issued from  through N<, which may
represent more traces than those in ; then, NC avoids the
execution of some of these traces. It is clear that the final
structure of N, even with simplifications, can be complex when
|| and || are large; this is the cost of building highly precise
models.
In contrast, methods that pursue generalization of the
discovered models yield structurally simple models, which
allow the execution of many more traces. For example, the
complete model N of Example 2, shown in Figure 14, has a
precision of 0.75, since |L(N)|=4. On the other hand, the WFN
of Figure 5, obtained through Cominer [11], replays the log 2;
it is evidently a simpler model, but its precision is 0.5. Below
two more examples are included.
Example 3. For the log 3={xabcdey, xacdbey} the WFN
obtained with the proposed method is shown in Figure 14.a; it
has a precision equal to 1.0. The model obtained through
Cominer is depicted in Figure 14.b; it replays three traces, then
its precision is 0.666.
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Figure 14. WFN of the Example 3.
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Example 4. For the log 3={xabcdy, xbadcy} the WFN
obtained with the proposed method is shown in Figure 15.a; its
precision is 0.5 because |L(N)|=4. Instead, the model obtained
with Cominer, shown in Figure 15.b, has a precision of 0.1666
since it replays 12 different traces.
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The core of the proposed technique focuses on the enforcement
in N< of the event precedence R< stated by the traces of . R<
induces tracking pre-emptively the traces to avoid other
behaviours. Then, NC constraints, even more, the language of
N<. Consequently, the method attains the purpose of reducing
the surplus language of the final model N.
Current research addresses the case where there are traces that
represent iterative behaviour, which leads to cycles in the WFN.
Also, the issue where clusters of traces do not have identical
event alphabet but share many event symbols is studied.
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models are often discovered when event data from business
processes are treated; a block net is built from the behaviour of
a variant in the process. To our knowledge, there are no other
techniques that pursue the reduction of the exceeding language
of the discovered WFNs.
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Fig. 15. WFN of Example 4.

B. Dealing with iterative traces
The processing event logs that include traces involving cycles
in the WFN can be performed in the steps outlined below.
First, the iterative subtrace is detected and the cyclic part is
removed. For example, the trace xabfbcdy executes a cycle bfb;
then, the trace without iteration becomes xabcdy.
Second, N< is obtained from the event log containing traces
without iterations, and later the cyclic part is added.
Afterwards, NC must be conceived to allow either an arbitrary
number of executions of cycles found in the traces or the
execution of the maximum number of cycles in each iterative
trace in the log. In the first case, the cycling subsequence is not
restricted by NC; thus, the language of N will be infinite. In the
second case, the iterations are enabled and bounded by NC, but
some places must be emptied when the place o is marked.
C. On testing the method
The proposed method is at an early stage, thus, it is suitable to
perform the tests under a rediscovery scheme, where known
sound WFNs are used to generate artificial logs, which fulfil the
current assumptions. This strategy allows testing the technique
in a controlled manner by proposing models with diverse
structures and sizes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a method that addresses the problem of
discovering highly precise WFN. The proposed approach deals
with a subclass of models that seems to be restrictive, but such
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